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Vendor metadata recommendations
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As part of the preparation for the Word Excellence Day 

Vendor metadata challenge in October 2013, the Vendors 

were asked to provide recommended policy settings for 

different kinds of metadata in a collaboration scenario.

The original objective was to provide the audience with a 

useful takeaway guide.  However, I was so amazed and 

delighted with the Vendors’ contribution and the wealth of 

shared knowledge that I wanted to provide this to a wider 

audience.  I am extremely grateful to the Vendors for their 

extraordinary efforts and for giving their permission to publish 

on the UKDEG website.

Introduction



Vendor metadata recommendations

Collaboration scenario

The Vendors were asked to provide 

recommendations in the following 

collaboration scenario:

Law Firm A is sending a Word document to 

Law Firm B for its comments and suggested 

amendments. Law Firm B will return the 

document to Law Firm A.

What metadata cleaning decisions should 

Law Firm A adopt when emailing the 

document? 

The following slides show the Vendor 

recommendations and comments for many 

different types of metadata.

Disclaimer

When reading these slides, please bear in 

mind that these are general 

recommendations and no organisation 

should rely on the information contained 

here to set their own policies.  

The summary information should be read in 

conjunction with the detailed comments as 

often there are exceptions to the general 

rules.

These slides include information about many 

different types of metadata, but the list is not 

exhaustive. These recommendations were 

designed for the collaborative scenario 

described opposite, and may not apply to 

different scenarios. 
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Summary of Vendor recommendations

Metadata item
Microsystems 

3B Clean

Litéra

Metadact

Payne

Metadata Assistant

Workshare

Protect

Built-In Document Properties REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE

Document Statistics REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE

Custom Document Properties REMOVE OPTION OPTION OPTION

Document Variables REMOVE OPTION REMOVE REMOVE

Track Changes OPTION OPTION OPTION OPTION

Hidden Text REMOVE OPTION REMOVE REMOVE

Comments OPTION OPTION OPTION OPTION

Embedded Objects LEAVE OPTION REMOVE OPTION

Small Font LEAVE REMOVE REMOVE OPTION

White text / font colour matching 

background
REMOVE OPTION REMOVE OPTION

Content Controls REMOVE LEAVE LEAVE OPTION

Bookmarks LEAVE OPTION LEAVE REMOVE

Field codes LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE OPTION
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Summary of Vendor recommendations (continued)

Metadata item
Microsystems 

3B Clean

Litéra

Metadact

Payne

Metadata Assistant

Workshare

Protect

Headers / Footers LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE OPTION

Footnotes/Endnotes LEAVE OPTION LEAVE OPTION

Smart Art LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE LEAVE

Hyperlinks LEAVE LEAVE REMOVE OPTION

Custom XML REMOVE LEAVE LEAVE OPTION

Hidden Objects (selection and 

visibility pane)
REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE OPTION

Attached Template name REMOVE LEAVE REMOVE REMOVE

Legacy information related to .doc 

format (e.g. Routing Slip; Fast 

Saves; Personal Information)

REMOVE REMOVE LEAVE REMOVE

Track changes / comments name of 

user making changes
LEAVE OPTION LEAVE OPTION

Track changes / comments – date 

and time of changes
LEAVE OPTION LEAVE OPTION

Password protected documents LEAVE OPTION NOTIFY OPTION

Embedded/inserted objects’ 

metadata
LEAVE REMOVE REMOVE OPTION
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Microsystems 3B Clean

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Built-In Document Properties Remove Selectively leave some that may be needed for automation

Document Statistics Remove

Custom Document Properties Remove Selectively leave some that may be needed for automation

Document Variables Remove

Track Changes Option

Hidden Text Remove

Comments Option

Embedded Objects Leave Convert to pictures

Small Font Leave 

White text / font colour matching 

background
Remove

Content Controls Remove

Bookmarks Leave
Unless you are aware of specific automation that adds bookmarks in use at your firm.  

Otherwise, bookmarks help support important built-in automation.

Field codes Leave Convert sensitive codes to text
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Microsystems 3B Clean (continued)

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Headers / Footers Leave Headers and footers rarely include metadata and content loss may result

Footnotes/Endnotes Leave Footnotes and endnotes rarely include metadata and content loss may result

Smart Art Leave May choose to convert to pictures, but that prevents further edits

Hyperlinks Leave Sensitive hyperlinks should be turned to text

Custom XML Remove

Hidden Objects (selection and 

visibility pane)
Remove

Attached Template name Remove

Legacy information related to .doc 

format (e.g. Routing Slip; Fast 

Saves; Personal Information)

Remove

Track changes / comments name 

of user making changes
Leave

See tracked changes.  Use Word compare to remove user name and replace with the 

user running the compare.

Track changes / comments – date 

and time of changes
Leave

See tracked changes.  Use Word compare to remove date and time and replace with 

the date and time of the compare.

Password protected documents Leave Leave password, but still clean document

Embedded/inserted objects’ 

metadata
Leave Remove links to objects
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Litéra Metadact

Metadata item Recommend Comments

Built-In Document 

Properties
REMOVE

These properties may contain out of date information, as well as exposing client confidential information or names of prior clients 

if the document was repurposed, or names of people or matters they should not know about. Additional information that should 

not be shared includes how long the document has been worked on or how many revisions it went through, which can expose 

the priority/resource expenditure of the topic at hand for the client. 

Document Statistics REMOVE
Information that should not be shared includes how long the document has been worked on or how many revisions it went 

through, which can expose the priority/resource expenditure of the topic at hand for the client. 

Custom Document 

Properties
OPTION

If either Firm A or Firm B uses any document automation that relies on custom document properties, those properties should be

left intact because in this collaboration scenario, the document could be round tripping any number of times between the 

collaborators. Exclusions can be created to retain specific custom document properties, while cleaning others.

Custom document properties are sometimes required to maintain in-house and third-party automation, for example template 

management systems, numbering automation solutions, DocID integration with the document management system, content 

management systems, table of authority products, and case management systems (to name a few). Exclusions should be 

created to preserve those properties, except when sending to high risk recipients such as opposing parties, for whom a high risk

cleaning profile can be configured. 

Document Variables OPTION

If either Firm A or Firm B uses any document automation that relies on document variables, those variables should be left intact

because in this collaboration scenario, the document could be round tripping any number of times between the collaborators. 

Exclusions can be created to retain specific document variables, while cleaning others.

Document variables are sometimes required to maintain in-house and third-party automation, for example template management 

systems, numbering automation solutions, DocID integration with the document management system, content management 

systems, table of authority products, and case management systems (to name a few). Exclusions should be created to preserve 

those variables, except when sending to high risk recipients such as opposing parties, for whom a high risk cleaning profile can

be configured.

Track Changes OPTION

If the firms are using tracked changes as part of the collaboration process, users should choose Leave in order to retain the

change tracking (they may separately choose to anonymize names and dates/times associated with tracked changes). Or if the 

firms have agreed not to use tracked changes, then tracked changes should be accepted before sending. (Note that the choices 

available for tracked changes should be Leave, Accept All, Reject All.) 

Tracked changes reveal the editing process, and can expose content that was deleted. On the other hand, because they are 

integral to the editing process, tracked changes may be required for collaboration purposes. This setting should be defaulted to

Accept All to prevent users from accidentally sending document mark-up to opposing/unfriendly parties who can use the 

information to understand the areas of internal debate within the document to their advantage.  This also prevents client 

confidential information that may be contained in the comments from being inadvertently shared. Users should be given the 

option to Leave, Accept All or Reject All tracked changes whenever they send attachments because users are best positioned to

understand when recipients should and should not see tracked changes, on a document-by-document basis.  
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Litéra Metadact  (continued)

Metadata item Recommend Comments

Hidden Text OPTION

If either Firm A or Firm B uses any document automation or formatting that relies on hidden text, then hidden text should be left 

intact because in this collaboration scenario, the document could be round tripping any number of times between Firm A and 

Firm B. 

Hidden text can conceal out of date information, as well as exposing client confidential information such as names of prior clients 

if the document was repurposed, or names of people or matters recipients should not know about. However sometimes hidden 

text is used for document automation, and it may be the only way to achieve certain UK legal formatting requirements – such as 

the technique used to hide paragraph numbering levels. A separate lower-risk cleaning profile may be appropriate to leave 

hidden text intact for those documents. Generally speaking, however, hidden text should be discouraged as an automation or 

formatting tool. 

Comments OPTION

Collaborators at either firm may need to include comments from time to time, and should have the option to Leave them.

Comments are part of the drafting and collaboration process, and contain business and thought processes that should only be 

exposed to trusted recipients. Users should be given the option to Leave or Remove comments because users are best 

positioned to understand when recipients should and should not see them.

Embedded Objects OPTION
Embedded objects may contain sensitive information that the sender is not aware of. However they may be required to transmit 

information to collaborators / trusted recipients. Options should be available to leave embedded objects, convert them to 

pictures/icons, or remove them entirely.

Small Font REMOVE
Text that is too small to read at normal zoom levels or on a printed page can pose a risk because the sender may not realize it 

exists. Text that is large enough to read should be retained. 

White text / font 

colour matching 

background

OPTION
Obfuscated text is a risk factor because the user may not be aware that it is present. However, often it is used to fine tune/adjust 

document layouts. Therefore it can be a good idea to default this setting to Remove, but to allow users to Leave it if they know

that document layout depends on obfuscated text. However obfuscated text should be discouraged as a formatting/layout tool.

Content Controls LEAVE

In this collaboration scenario, Content Controls are low risk and should be left intact.

Content controls may be required for document functionality (tables of contents for example). However the properties attached to

content controls may contain information about business processes, therefore a high risk cleaning profile should be made 

available that includes the option to convert content controls to text when sending to opposing parties. In extreme cases, if all 

content controls are being converted to text, consider converting the document to PDF instead.

Bookmarks OPTION

In this collaboration scenario, bookmarks should be considered low risk.

Bookmarks are often used for document automation and may be required to maintain functionality. It may be advisable to leave 

them intact except if the user believes they are not required for the document to function properly.
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Litéra Metadact  (continued)

Metadata item Recommend Comments

Field codes LEAVE In this collaboration scenario, field codes should be considered low risk because they will be required for document automation.

Document automation fields such as PAGE or REF fields generally present low risk because they automate standard document 

functionality. However business-specific fields can expose business processes, such as calculations. If the recipient will be 

updating the document, fields should be left intact to enable updating. But if field codes may contain sensitive formulae that the 

recipient should not see, those fields should be converted to text. In those high risk cases, exclusions can be configured to Leave 

standard functionality fields like PAGE intact, but to convert other higher risk fields to text, such as {INCLUDETEXT}, 

{INCLUDEPICTURE}, as well as {TEMPLATE} and {FILENAME} which can expose internal network information. Another 

exclusion to consider is to allow users to Remove {DOCPROPERTY} fields which can contain sensitive DocID information (some 

senders do not want to expose document versioning increments or document library names). In extreme cases, if all fields are 

being converted to text, consider converting the document to PDF instead.

Headers / Footers LEAVE While certain elements included in Headers/Footers may be inappropriate to share (eg, document version or file location), 

generally, headers/footers contain information which should be preserved.

Footnotes/Endnotes OPTION Footnotes/endnotes usually contain important information and should not be deleted. Examples of when they should be deleted 

is if they contain internal drafting notes or comments that should not be exposed to recipients, but in such cases, the sender 

should review them and delete them manually, in order to ensure they have completed all drafting tasks before sending. 

In this collaboration scenario, users should be given the option to Leave or Remove because they will be best positioned to 

decide whether footnotes/endnotes are required for collaboration or used exclusively for internal drafting.

Smart Art LEAVE
Smart Art should be considered document content and not deleted.

Hyperlinks LEAVE Hyperlinks are a widely used convenience. However links to internal URLs might expose sensitive information about the firm's IT 

infrastructure (naming conventions, etc). A high risk cleaning profile should be made available and configured to remove as much 

automation as possible. The high risk profile would be appropriate when sending to opposing parties, not collaborators. 

Custom XML LEAVE In this collaboration scenario, custom XML should be retained if it is required for document automation or UI (for example, Ribbon 

controls). Users are very unlikely to understand what Custom XML is so they should not be given an option whether to Leave or

Remove.

Custom XML should be removed by default. However it may be required for document-specific functionality, so a low risk 

cleaning profile could Leave Custom XML, and a high risk profile configured to Remove it.

Hidden Objects 

(selection and 

visibility pane)

REMOVE Hidden shapes may contain out-of-date or repurposed content. Users may not be aware that they exist. If either firm 

requires hidden shapes to remain intact for some reason, they should communicate this to the other party so 

cleaning profiles can be coordinated for this specific deal. 
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Litéra Metadact  (continued)

Metadata item Recommend Comments

Attached Template 

name

LEAVE In this collaboration scenario, the attached template name should be retained because the document may round trip between the

firms any number of times. The author and his/her colleagues may require that template’s functionality while they edit the 

document.

The attached template name may be removed because it may reveal network information or business practices, and also 

because in some cases if a template is not present on the recipient’s system, the document may not function properly. However, 

defaulting to the Word Normal template may have unintended consequences because the recipient’s Normal template may affect 

document behaviour. A firm’s template manager should take these considerations into account when designing templates, to 

avoid problems when documents are released to the wild.

Legacy information 

related to .doc file 

format)

REMOVE These features/properties may contain out of date information, as well as exposing client confidential information such as names

of prior clients if the document was repurposed, or names of people or matters they should not know about. Additional 

information that should not be shared includes how long the document has been worked on or how many revisions it went 

through to understand, which can expose the priority/resource expenditure of the topic at hand for the client.

Track changes / 

comments name of 

user making changes

OPTION
This information should be removed by default, but may be required for collaboration purposes, so users need the option to 

retain it.

Track changes / 

comments – date and 

time of changes

OPTION
This information should be removed by default, but may be required for collaboration purposes, so users need the option to 

retain it.

Password protected 

documents

OPTION Users need to provide passwords in order for metadata to be cleaned. If they do not provide or know an attachment’s password,

the system will need to be configured to allow the user to skip cleaning for that attachment, or to prevent it from being sent until a 

password is provided. 

Embedded/inserted 

objects’ metadata

REMOVE If embedded objects are left intact, their metadata should be cleaned as well, using the same settings as for the host 

document/file.
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Payne Group: Metadata Assistant

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Built-In Document Properties Remove
This metadata may include author name, company, comments and reference to the file path of the attached 

template. Therefore it is wise to remove it.

Document Statistics Remove All statistics should be removed, especially the "Total editing time".

Custom Document 

Properties
Option

Some custom document properties are available to re-update fields (i.e., footer DocID). Therefore it might be 

wise to leave this type of metadata in the file should the owner of the document want to save it back to their DMS 

and/or update the DocID.

Document Variables Remove
Unless there is a third-party application relying on the embedded variables, these can be safely removed without 

affecting the content of the document.

Track Changes Option
When collaborating, track changes is recommended. Therefore changes should not be 'accepted' until the 

document is finalized by all parties. A built-in warning should appear during the cleaning process.

Hidden Text Remove
There's no reason to keep hidden text. This was most likely added to the file as a way to temporarily hide some 

details about the document. If left behind, it can easily be exposed (manually) within Word.

Comments Option
Leave the comments during collaboration. However, before the file is finalized, you'll want these removed. A 

built-in warning should appear during the cleaning process that alerts you that track changes/comments were 

found in the file.

Embedded Objects Remove
These objects can easily be opened within the document to expose more information than was originally 

intended. Example: An embedded worksheet in a Word file can be double-clicked and opened to see the entire 

workbook, not just the worksheet.

Small Font Remove
There is no reason to keep small font text in the document. This was most likely added to the file as a way to 

temporarily hide some details about the document. If left behind, it can easily be exposed (manually) within 

Word.

White text / font colour 

matching background
Remove

There is no reason to keep font matching colour text in the document. This was most likely added to the file as a 

way to temporarily hide text within the document. If left behind, it can easily be exposed (manually) within Word.

Content Controls Leave This might be used by a document assembly/macro package.

Bookmarks Leave This might be used by a document assembly/macro package.

Field codes Leave This might be used by a document assembly/macro package.
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Payne Group: Metadata Assistant (continued)

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Headers / Footers Leave
Only remove metadata from the header/footer, but don’t remove the actually header/footer. Example: Accept 

track changes and delete Comments from the footer, but leave the rest of the content.

Footnotes/Endnotes Leave Removing these may change the layout and format of the presentation,

Smart Art Leave Relatively low-risk metadata can be found in Smart Art.

Hyperlinks Remove

Custom XML Leave Relatively low-risk metadata can be found in Custom XMLs

Hidden Objects (selection 

and visibility pane)
Remove

There is no reason to retain objects that were most likely added to the file as a way to temporarily hide 

text/graphics within the document. If left behind, it can easily be exposed (manually) within Word.

Attached Template name Remove The attached template properties may include the file path of where the original template lives on the network.

Legacy information  related 

to .doc file format)
Leave

This metadata is automatically handled in Office 2010 and higher. No need to try to remove it as it automatically 

'falls off' the file when the file is saved in Office 2010 and higher.

Track changes / comments 

name of user making 

changes

Leave
When collaborating and using track changes and comments, it is recommended the author for these follows the 

file. This will help to keep track of who's editing the file. Therefore, authors should follow the document until it is 

ready to be finalized.

Track changes / comments –

date and time of changes
Leave

When using track changes and comments for collaboration, we recommend the date/time for these follows the 

file. This will help to keep track of the day/time team members made those edits.

Password protected 

documents
Notify

An alert should notify you that the file contains a password. Only if the correct password is provided will the file 

be processed (removed of metadata).

Embedded/inserted objects’ 

metadata
Remove If these are like 'embedded objects' (above), then it is recommended these be removed.
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Workshare Protect

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Built-In Document 

Properties
REMOVE

Built-in document properties includes summary properties (author, category, comments, company, keywords, manager, 

title, subject, etc.) Some of which are automatically set by Word when saving a document.

If selected, removes all summary properties author, category, comments, company, keywords, manager, title, subject and 

custom properties (text, date and number)

Document Statistics REMOVE
Document statistics keeps track of date/time information of creation, edit and print as well as total editing time.

If selected, resets of all document statistics including total edit time, revision number, last authors, and file dates.

Custom Document 

Properties
OPTION

Default on.

Custom properties are added in through many 3rd party applications such as the DMS and should be reviewed within your 

firm to setup exclusions to maintain the integrity of the documents.

You can prevent certain custom properties from being cleaned, for example, DMS Doc ID Property, by excluding them in 

the Protect module

If selected, removes any custom properties that have been added to the document.

Document Variables REMOVE

Document variables are values stored in Microsoft Word documents that are used by either field codes or macros. These 

variables may contain confidential information like company names, or file locations. Even if field codes and macros are 

removed, the variables used may remain in the document.

Variables can be viewed in Microsoft Word in the Visual Basic editor.

You can prevent certain document variables from being cleaned by excluding them in the Protect module.

If selected, deletes all document variables.

Track Changes OPTION

Default on. 

Track Changes contains not only the changes made in the document but also the editor’s name.  Depending on how the 

view options are setup within Track Changes will depend on what the user sees.  Many times a user will not even know 

that track changes are in the document

There are many times where track changes are needed for the review cycle with a client or another attorney, therefore, the 

user is alerted to the existence of the track changes metadata.

If selected, accepts all revisions made to the document.  The revisions are therefore no longer displayed as revisions but 

rather as text in the document.  Track changes is also turned off so that further revisions are not tracked.

Hidden Text REMOVE

Hidden text is often used for hiding data from being printed or being viewed by the recipient of the document.  This data 

can be easily viewed with the Show/Hide button in Word potentially allowing the access to confidential information.

If selected, removes all text that has been formatted as hidden.

Comments OPTION

Default on.

Comments are added by reviewers of documents and are part of the collaboration process.  Comments should be 

assessed before sending.

If selected, removes any comments embedded in the document
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Workshare Protect (continued)

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Embedded Objects OPTION

Default off.

Word can embed objects like Excel, PowerPoint, PDF and equations into a document.  These objects contain their own 

metadata and are therefore should be converted or removed to protect the underlying data.

Small Font OPTION

Default on.

Small fonts is often used as a formatting tool for applying spacing and is used in many templates, therefore, templates 

should be reviewed for the use of small fonts to avoid loss of formatting.

If selected, removes all text that has been formatted with a font size smaller than 5pt

White text / font 

colour matching 

background

OPTION

Default on.

White text on matching background is typically used for hiding text, however, the text can be revealed when pasted into a 

new document.

Content Controls OPTION

Default on

However, if customers are using Content Controls in their templates then it is advisable to be available as an option to 

protect the integrity of the document

Bookmarks REMOVE Bookmarks should be disposable

Field codes OPTION

Default on.

Field codes have many different applications in a Word document, including hyperlinks, table of contents and index.  

Converting field codes helps to prevent any field code updates to the document after you have distributed it.  It also 

prevents errors for fields that reference built-in or custom properties that have been removed.

You can prevent certain field codes from being cleaned, for example TOC or page numbers by excluding them in the 

Protect module.

If selected, converts any field codes that exist in a Microsoft Word document to text, for example hyperlinks, table of 

contents, index.  .

Headers / Footers OPTION

Default off.

Headers and footers can be used to identify a document but in some circumstances might give away more than the author 

intended. If they contain sensitive information then the default should be on.

Footnotes/Endnotes OPTION

Default off.

Footnotes and Endnotes contain data that can be part of the document, however, a choice is given to remove this data 

from the document.  

If selected, removes any footnotes or endnotes included in the document.

Smart Art LEAVE
Smart art is built into Word and allows for illustrations in a document which includes flow charts.  We do not remove 

SmartArt from documents.
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Detailed Vendor recommendations:

Workshare Protect (continued)

Metadata item Recommendation Comments

Hyperlinks OPTION

Hyperlinks fall under the Field Codes section.  

You can prevent hyperlinks from being cleaned, by excluding them in the Protect module.

If selected, converts hyperlinks that exist in a Microsoft Word document to text.

Custom XML OPTION Default on

Hidden Objects 

(selection and visibility 

pane)

OPTION Default off

Attached Template 

name
REMOVE

A template other than Normal attached to a template can reveal information about your internal IT structure and at times 

cause Word to hang when it is looking for a template that does not exist.

If selected, converts the attached template to normal.dot.  Automatic style updating is disabled before the template is 

removed.  Therefore the formatting and styles in your document will not be affected by removing the attached template.

Legacy information  

related to .doc file 

format)

REMOVE

Routing slips can hold email addresses of colleagues/clients and can unknowingly be distributed

If selected removes all entries from a routing slip, as well as the message subject and text.  This can prevent email 

addressed of colleagues from being unknowingly distributed.  This also deletes any envelope information, such as recipients, 

subject and introduction, which are used when sending to a mail recipient.

Fast Saves carry data of every version of a document which can be easily reviewed by a recipient.

If selected, removes any previous versions of the document that may have been saved, but often contain confidential 

information that you want to have removed.

Track changes / 

comments name of 

user making changes

OPTION

Default off. 

Cleaning reviewers but not track changes, may be useful if you are collaborating on a document with an external party who 

uses track changes.  You can retain the actual track changes made in the document, but you can remove confidential 

information about the author within your organization that made the change.

If selected, removes information about all document reviewers who have made changes in the document.  Track changes 

are not removed but information about the user who made the change is removed.

Track changes / 

comments – date and 

time of changes

OPTION
Default off. 

Solution will alert to existence of metadata

Password protected 

documents
OPTION

Password protected documents are cleaned like any other document and fall under the same standards of any metadata 

contained in the document.

User receives a prompt to enter the password so that cleaning can take place.  

Embedded/inserted 

objects’ metadata
OPTION Default off.
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PayneGroup, Inc. 

Security Products Division 

metadataassistant@thepaynegroup.com

206.344.8966 or 1.888.GoPayne 

20 Fashion Street

London E1 6PX

+44 (0) 20 7426 0000

sales@workshare.com

Vendor contact details
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Litéra Corporation

5000 Crossmill Road

McLeansville, 

NC 27301 USA

sales@litera.com

Tel: +1 336 275 2991

Ryan Steadman

Client Development 

Director – EMEA

Tel: +44 7970 069 136

rsteadman@litera.com

Chuck Henrich

Director of Product 

Management

Tel: +353 8555878

chenrich@litera.com

For more information contact:

Matt Breen

European Business 

Manager

Microsystems 

O: +44 1245 360054

M: +44 7515 667154
mattb@microsystems.com

Toby Adamson

VP, Product Management

Microsystems

O: 001 630 598 1100
tobya@microsystems.com
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